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Food Fights For Freedom
In November Americans think and talk
a lot about food. The Fall Harvest is in,
grandmother's preserves are on the shelf,
Thanksgiving dinner's coming. But this
November, when we think of food, it's going to be "Food Fights For Freedom", the
campaign in which the entire nation is engaged.
Vice-President Wallace recently said "The
time will soon be here when foods will be
a more persuasive argument than airplanes."
America's food supply is perhaps the
greatest single potential weapon of war in
our fight against the Axis. How to use this
weapon effectively—how to make our "food
fight for freedom" at home and throughout
the world—is a problem organized groups
throughout our nation are trying to solve
in the year ahead.
Beginning in November, and continuing
throughout the year, a great effort is being
made to draw together and intensify all
that is being done about the food problem.
The object is to help 130 million Americans
to know and understand the food situation
and to do something about it.
The course and length of the war may
depend on American food—how successfully
we produce it—how willingly and widely
we share it—how carefully we save it—
how wisely we use it.
In the "Food Fights For Freedom" campaign, whose slogan is "Produce and Conserve; Share and Play Square," Americans
will be urged to: Produce—Meet food production goals, help work on farms, grow
victory gardens; Conserve—Eat the right
foods, substitute plentiful for scarce foods,
preserve fresh perishables, avoid waste;
Share Share with our armed forces and
allies and with each other through rationing; Play Square—Place the war first, expect to adjust, observe rationing and price
rules, help keep food costs down.

From Moscow,
In Good Time
It is almost incredible. The man who arrived at the National Airport in Washington
November 10, to be greeted by the President, and who spent much of Armistice Day
talking to the President and other officials
about the Moscow agreements, is the same
man who a few short weeks ago was obliged
to defend himself against criticism describing him as an obstacle to understanding
with Russia.
As reports come in from many quarters,
Mr. Hull's part in formulating as well as
negotiating the Moscow documents is receiving unstinted recognition. Likewise his
contributions to the conference's success
looms larger and larger.
The British Foreign Secretary, making
his report on the Moscow meetings to the
House of Commons, has just credited the
American Secretary of State with parenthood of the postwar declaration. "Nothing,"
said Mr. Eden, "could give a better proof of
Mr. Hull's vision and statesmanship than
the declaration on general security, of which
he was the parent. The principal thing to
which we agreed in this declaration constituted on the whole probably the most
far-reaching conclusion to which we came."
There was something symbolic about the
meeting of Mr. Hull, the President, Mrs.
Hull, the officials, the Senators, the ordinary people, at the National Airport. The
happy surprises of the Moscow meeting had
not yet lost their edge; indeed, new ones
had been added to them day by day. Mr.
Hull's arrival home was not staged amid
the fanfare and pomp to which the comings
and goings of dictators in recent years had
accustomed us. It occurred, on the contrary,
amid impressive informality.
When Mr. Hull said to the President:
"This is an unanticipated honor, Mr. President." Mr. Roosevelt only said: "You're
here an hour ahead of time." There was
something unintentionally symbolic in that,
too. One trouble with free-world diplomacy
throughout most of a decade was that, if
the right thing was done, it was usually
done too late. There has been nothing too little about
the concepts of the Moscow conference or
the men taking part in it, and though it
might usefully have come sooner, it has not
come too late. If Mr. Roosevelt had been
referring to the beginning already made at

fly

j. F. Graham
Feed
.
of feedand

Moscow toward future world security
against war, a beginning for which Mr.
Hull is now receiving unstinted credit from
his collaborators, the President might with
exactness have said, "You're here an hour
ahead of time."—(The Christian Science
Monitor.)
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Questioning Providence
It is a strange thing that many who believe that there is a God who superintends
the affairs of the world, as of the whole universe, at times question Providence, and lose
heart as though God were on a journey, or
had fallen asleep, or had lost interest in
man. Today on every hand men are heard
to say, "How can a God of goodness and
mercy permit such a war as this to ravage
the earth? Why, if He has all power, does
He not bring war to an end?"
These, after all, can only be thoughtless
words, expressions of doubt which grow out
of the agony of the human spirit confronted
with the losses and sufferings, the forebodings and fears, induced by the scenes of
carnage and the menacing developments of
• the scourge of war.
Men live by faith, not by sight. To belive in God means to trust Him. To doubt
His goodness, to question His wisdom,
means to deny Him. This, surely, is not
what men mean to do when they ask why
Providence permits evil to exist.
Perhaps, as Tennyson said, "there is
more faith in honest doubts than in half
your creeds." These cries are torn from men
by the pressure of terrible events. Down
deep they still believe that God is righteous,
that He can do no wrong, that He is allwise, that His plan embraces all men, all
generations, and all events, and that out of
the evils of war He knows how to extract
good, and to make even the wrath of man
to praise Him.
As Lincoln said of the War Between the
States, there could be discerned in it all the
principles of divine justice which always
had wrought in human history, and that
there could be no departure from these. God
not only chastens men for their profit, but
He chastens nations. By His discipline men
and nations, if they are submissive, learn
lessons which otherwise could never have
been learned. If wars ever cease it will be
because mankind, by bitter experience, has
become convinced of their irrationality,
their wickedness, and of the possibility of
settling differences within nations and between them by the use of intelligence, selfrestraint, and the use of moral equivalents.
Certainly God does not make wars. He has
created man a free-moral agent, capable of
both good and evil, with reason and spiritual perceptions, with the power of choice.
He could not have made him in any other
way. Had He done so, men would have been
automatons, wound up like a clock so that
they always would act in certain ways and
never to the contrary. Who would want to
be mechanically controlled? As free moral
agents men themselves act in ways which
bring the scourge of war upon them. But
they are capable, at the same time, of
abolishing war, as they have abolished
slavery, the Roman spectacles, the torture
chamber, and many other evils which once
oppressed the world.
God keeps the way open toward His
heavenly kingdom, and calls upon men to
walk in His paths. The agonies and sacrifices of war will not have been in vain if
mankind suffers itself to be taught, and
turns its face toward a better day, a more
moral, a more rational, approach to the solution of its problems.—(Lexington Sunday
Herald-Leader.)
Expansion of the Army Air Farces service units during the 1942-43 period was
12,000 percent, that of the Air Forces proper about 3,500 percent.
/11
In the first 12 months after America's
entry into the war, the volume of petroleum
and petroleum products sent to U. S. troops
was 80 times the amount shipped in the
first 12 months of World War I.
The famous British streamlined train,
"The Coronation Scot," which was exhibited at the New York World fair, now is being
used as -Army officers quarters at Jeffersonville, Ind.
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At the historic tripartite conference at Moscow, Vyacheslav Molotov (second from light),
Soviet Foreign Commissar affixes his signature to an agreement as the delegates of China, the
United States and the United Kingdom look on. Left to right: Fu Ping Sheung, Chinese ambassador to Russia; U. S. Secretary of State Cordell Hull; Corn missar Molotov
and
British
Foreign Secretary Anthony Eden. This photo was made available by the U. S. State department
after Secretary Hull returned to Washington, nine days after the signing in Moscow. (AP
Wirephoto).

Pennyrile Postscripts
Mrs. Lucy Young, 502 S. Seminary,
says she washes dinner dishes rapidly
each Thursday, cleans her glasses and
waits for the postman to bring her
Leader at 3 o'clock "on the dot". She
tells us her eyes are none too good
but The Leader type is easy to read
and she looks forward from one
Thursday to the next and reads eve,y
word. "You have a fine paper," she
says and this compliment is certainly
gratifying.
A Recipe For Education
To infinite patience add a little wisdom, carefully strained through profitable experience. Pour in a brimming measure of the milk of human
kindness, and season well with the
salt of common sense. Boil gently over
a friendly fire made of fine enthusiasms, stirring constantly with just
discipline. When it has boiled long
enough to be thoroughly blended,
transfuse it by wise teaching to the
eager mind of a restless boy and set
away to cool. — -Tomorrow he will
greet you an educated man.—Edwin
Osgood Grover in Christian Science
Monitor.
Questionable Compliment
A colonel was speaking at a dinner
given in his honor before embarking
for Africa.
"I thank you," he concluded, "for
your kind wishes regarding my welfare, and I want you to know that
when I am far away, surrounded by
ugly, grinning savages, I shall always
think of you."—Phoenix Flame.
A woman called the classified advertising department of the Portland
Oregon Journal and said she wished to
advertise a box of shotgun shells for
sale for $7.50. The ad-taker informed

Odd But Science

Two Tomatoes Per
Day Keep You
Vitamin-Gay
By H. W. Blakeslee
Associated Press Features
Amherst, Mass. — One good-sized,
fully ripe, vine-matured tomato, as
from your vcitory garden, contains
nearly half of the vitamin C recommended as the daily need of an adult
by the Committee on Food and Nutrition of the National Research Council.
But the late winter tomatoes in
stores contain only about one-third
the amount of vitamin C of the summer ripened fruit.
This comparison is the result of a
study of winter and spring store tomatoes reported by Arthur D. Holmes,
Carleton P. Jones and Walter S.
Ritchie of the Massachusetts State College and Agricultural Experiment Station here.
They analyzed the vitamin C in
58 tomatoes purchased from six local
stores, three of the stores small independent dealers and three chain
stores. They bought the tomatoes retail by the pound the same as a shopper for home use.
These winter store tomatoes' vitamin C content ranged from one-tenth
that of the summer tomato to nearly
the full summer amount, but the
average was way below summer.
T h e Massachusetts investigators
found also that the late winter store
tomatoes contained less vitamin C
than tomatoes which had been canned
six months previously.
They concluded also that the vitamin C of late winter tomatoes cost
15 times as much as an equal amount
of vitamin C supplies by oranges purchased at the same season.

BY G.

her that the OPA has put a ceiling
on firearms and ammunition and for
that gauge shells she could ask 7
cents apiece, which would be $1.75
for the box of twenty-five shells. The
would-be advertiser was highly indignant and exclaimed: "Only seven
cents apiece for NEW ones?"
Brevities
Wall Street Journal: "What's cookin'?" now ceases to be a slangy witticism; it's an expression of genuine concern.
Detroit News: Comes now the annual ordeal of trying to button a
child of seven into a snow-suit while
she is walking across the room.
St. Louis Star-Times: Americans are
fast paying their private debts. By
the time the war is over, all they'll
owe will be about $2,250 per capita
in the national debt.
We're going to have to fire our
proofreader—he's costing this column
too much money. In the "With tile
Colors" column Nov. 6, p. 34, this appeared:
"Colonel Henson, former manager
of the Cleveland bureau of the Untied Press," etc.
Can you tie that?
—Editor & Publisher.

Save Your Fuel
And Like It!
Associated Press Features
If you have been wondering how to
save on fuel consumption this year,
here's a formula that should, say experts, net a saving of about 10 percent, whether the fuel is anthracite,
soft coal, oil or gas.
Heating research engineers developed the program in line with the government's mandatory cut in hard-coal
sales to householders and the general
fuel conservation program.
The engineers found that, with the
heating unit in efficient operating
condition, you can save 10 percent
by setting the thermostat
control
three degrees lower than the temperature maintained last winter if that
temperature was above 71 degrees;
if you kept the temperature less than
71 last year, the reduction need only
be two degrees.
If you like to work with figures,
you can work it out exactly for your
own location thus: get last winter's
average outside temperature from the
local weather bureau, calculate the
difference between that temperature
and the one you maintained inside
the house, take 90 percent of the difference and add it to last year's outside average. Set your thermostat at
that mark.
In all cases, the heat engineers advise, the house thermostat should
be set at between 50 and 55 degrees
during the night.

You Don't Say:
More than 2,000,000 servicemen call
on the US.O. each month.
The wardrobe for the average movie
takes just about as long to make as
the time required to shoot the picture.
It takes 162 pairs of silk stockings,
the equivalent of a five year's supply
for one woman, to make one parachute.
There are 11 Hells, but not a single
Hitler among the 455,000 listings in
the Manhattan, New York City, phone
book.
The ancient Hebrew bethrothal called for three rings, one for the girl,
one for the man, and one for
the
witness to the ceremony.

Washington In Warbm:

Hiram JohnsQ4,S-ill
Packs Gallery
By Jack Stinnett
Washington—It is doubtful if
tory in the Senate (or the whole ,
gress for that matter) ever was at
lower ebb.
Gone now, by defeat at the poi
are Sen. Harry F. Ashurst of •
last of the great silver-tongues,
could mouth around phrases that
in the memory for years; and .
George W. Norris, of Nebraska, w!-.
forensic quotient was among the
est.
There is not even any one in
Senate now wth the frenzied vitriol
young Sen. Rush Holt of West V
ginia. In other words, the GA. (..4lery appeal) in Congress these .
is almost nil.
But one of the oratorical greats
return to the Senate floor the
day to make what many consider
of the greatest speeches of his c.
It was the aging Sen. Hiram Jo..
of California, risen from a sick-.
which many of his friends feared
would never leave again. It is
phenomenon of that strange und:.
ground that operates from the capi,
that although there was no ann.
ment that he would speak he had
more gained his feet than floor
galleries were filled.
Throughout most of his speech
supported himself by holding to
edge of his desk. His voice often q
ered with physical weakness.
was that peculiar delivery of .
from one foot to the other and pun
ating his phrases by jabbing a
at first the toe of one shoe and
the other. His speech was brief,
ly 500 words.
For a quarter of a century
tor Johnson had been an unwa •
noninterventionist. He was a
leader of that little group
blocked our entry into the League
Nations. He had come to the today merely to apologize for not
ticipating in the fight on the C.,, '
postwar foreign policy resolution
He explained that his wife and
physician had pleaded that he
take part in this debate, for fear
retarding the recovery which u.
seemed certain.
He explained that was why "I ha
naught to say in this great rror''
which deals with the country
love and whcih has been n,.. •
since I was born. Seventy-seven Ye
I have passed, and in those 77 ye.
I have known no allegiance but
the United States of A•Ixrica.
"God save the United States
America. God give to her all that
should have. God preserve her in
days to come. I know what they
d.
bring. I have been though such
But God be good to sis and pe "
el
us to be the country .ve have
been.
CO
"So, with this prayer for our
IN
and
protected
try that it may be
served in the days to come as
exhort ,'
days which have passed. I
15r•
count
colleagues and my fellow
that we all be just Americans
bless America."
As Senator Johnson slipped we'
M.'
into his chair, there was the
sorne
by
of silence, broken only
blew their ?wises a little too
ly. Many who had been his b.
even
foes for years didn't bother
OK
just
they
'that subterfuge;
dabbed their eyes.
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sen, lani
a
When the final vote on (
resolution was taken and S5
had voted for it, the first
that little list of five who •
part in committing- the Ufl!
to postwar foreign policies.
Johnson.
of Senator Hiram W.
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Literary Guidepost

Many farmers are starting
home orchards this fall. Fruit
trees may be set in late fall or
early spring. The Kentucky College of Agriculture and Home
Economics suggests that new
home orchards Include five to
eight apple trees of the Transparent, Wealthy, Yellow Delicious, Grimes, Rome or Stayman varieties; three to six
peach trees of the Carman,Belle
of Georgia, Hale Haven or July
Heath varieties; two Kieffer pear
trees and two Montgomery cherry trees. The college has pubfruit-growing
lished a home
leaflet.

Homemakers

His 10 1-2 acres of hybrid corn
ready to harvest, L. D. Bruce
Mrs. Harve Nchols will enBy John Selby
of Greenup county, Kentucky,
Associated Press Features
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News From The Past
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Youngsters Pick
10 Acres Of Corn

Pimples Disappeared
Over Night

Lest We Forget

PRINCETON
HOSPITAL
FUND DRIVE

SHOP
EARLY

OOOOOOOO

C:_t YOUR CLOTHES. ..

Cleaned
ER
. . . READY FOR WINT

liodenhamer's
INSURES FINE APPEARANCE!
clothes . . .
e II put life back into your winter
wear.
nd make them good looking for winter
your guartrictly modern cleaning methods are
so perfectntee of good results garments are
pattern of
cleaned that the original color and
new.
e fabric will be restored as good as
for quality
Bring your clothes to us today
leaning . • •!

BODENHAMER'S
•'''-'•,--03001M1111•111119•111111001100ce

Your hands

war and home duties, but don't let this interfere with your EARLY CHRISTMAS SHOPPING!

Saturday, Nov. 20

In the long run it will save you time and money
. . . it will avoid the disappointing last minute
rush and confusion.

BOOKS ... . $1 TO $5
JEWELRY . . $11 TO $10
STATIONERY . $1 TO $3
KNICKNACKS . 50c and up
For A Gift That Is Different .. .
Something That Will Surprise
Them. . . See Us First

CORNETTE'S
708 South Main
Open 8:30 to 5:30

and
C.

THE ANNEX
702 South Main
Open 12:00 to 9:30

Hopkinsville, Ky.

Monday, Nov. 22
C.

Do Not Let Our Community Lose
Its Hospital
Contribute what you can in Money, Linens,
Table Utensils,,Canned Vegetables
and Fruits
Receiving Centers:
Service Insurance Agency, 108 S. Harrison
and both Banks.
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No Fowling
In The Clinches

Thursday,
Shoot Their Rations

Stray Dog Serves
As Burglar Alarm

By Kin McNeil
Associated Press Features
Spruce Pine, N. C.—A little
band of miners is digging away
daily in the hills of western
North Carolina to wrest about
80 percent of the United States'
supply of war-vital mica from
the earth.
The glistening, glass-like mineral—locally called isinglass—is
essential in the manufacture of
electrical apparatus for America's war machines, such as insulation for generators and condensers.
For several years numerous socalled wildcat mica mines and a
few company-owned mines operated in the western counties of
the state, but the demand for
their output was light. India
could produce and ship the slablike mineral to this country at
a lower tonnage price than was
profitable for domestic operators. FIFTH AIR FORCE BLASTS RABAUL—The harbor at Rabaul,
New Britain, is ablaze after the
The war changed all that. Al- November 2 raid by the U. S. Fifth Air force. Jap ship in foregro
und burns as bomber (left)
most overnight the long-dormant passes spot where bomb or shell just burst. White plume in foreground is water
spout from bomb
industry suddenly became alive, burst. Note fires along shoreline. (AP Wirephoto from USAAF).
helped along by a considerable desirable to have the mica in
Mica is marketable o n 1 y
Rattlesnakes, owls and weasels
hike in the market price of large slabs.
Its value on the through Colonial Mica Corpora
- have been found sharing the burmica. Company mines added employes; small, individually op- market is in proportion to the tion, a subsidiary of Metals Re- rows of the prairie dog.
erated mines enlarged their dig- dimensions of the individual serve, itself a branch of the
gings; closed mines were re- pieces. Because of this, those ex- Reconstruction Finance
The average annual salary of
Corporaopened; a new crop of pros- perienced in retrieving the min- tion. Colonial has
offices here school teachers during the years
pectors opened fresh ones.
of World War I was $655.
eral from the ground are eagerly and at Asheville, N. C.
Center of the industry is here sought by
the operator.
in Mitchell county, where virtuEverybody Reads The Leader
Until recently testing of mica Takes No
Chances
ally every hillside of the rolling —for splitting
, cracks and hardClarksdale, Miss. (IP)—Dr. D.
Blue Ridge range is punctured ness—was
done by hand. Now, M. Davenport
of nearby Lyon is
by mica diggings. Exact product- however,
mechanical testing ap- determined to
ion figures for the area have not paratus
have good cotton
has been installed at the crops "weathe
been released, but state officials larger
r or no." He has
centers of production. invente
d a planter which deestimate it about 80 percent of Neverthe
less, many blind pers- posits seeds
in the soil at two
the domestic output.
ons, because of their especially
depths simultaneously, so one
Operation of the mines is prac- sensitive
fingers, still are em- will grow
whether there
tically all by hand, since it is ployed to
be
test certain types.
drought or excessive rainfall.

bets. A county
road petr
Largo, Fla. (1P)—In these days shot a black bear
and the
took over at
Great Falls, Mont. (A') — A of meat scarcity
the
that point
Home canned
stray, friendly little dog wag- Makers Club was
53
missing no They said quarts of
ging his tail at the front door of
it tasted like
her home was all the clue Mrs.
Margaret Bartholome needed to
sense trouble.
SUN
DA
"He was wagging his tail as
—and
someone
were right inside the
if
door," said Mrs. Bartholome. "So
MONDA
I cautiously advanced and peered through the window and saw
a man's shadow just inside the
curtains. He was evidently waiting to grab me as I entered."
She summoned neighbors and
police who captured a 200pound man. The prisoner was
identified as a fellow who had
attempted to attack a woman
before he broke into Mrs. Bartholome's home.

1!1;1'Jkti1P
THEY DARED TO LOVE
THRU THE FLAMES
OF WAR!

Altoona, Pa. (JP) — Georg e
Swartz had luck with his Victory
Garden. He harvested a potato
weighing nearly three pounds—
and shaped like a horseshoe.
In the early 1800's, no newspaper had a circulation of 1,000.
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rthday Party

TONIGHT
—AND—

FRIDAY

Added!

IN THE NEWSREEL!
Clark Gable Home From the War
Normandie Rejoins Navy
de Marigny Murder Trial Pictures.
Action Scenes From Russian Front
First Food Shipment Arrives in
Naples

"MODERN
VIKINGS"

GRABLE

UNUSUAL
OCCUPATIONS

TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY
BACK AGAIN! This gay musical laden with
music, love and laughter to thrill you again!

ENVELOPES

ALICE

JOHN

FAYE

PAYNE

JACK

LYNN

OAKIE

BARI

STATEMENTS

—in--

HELLO, FRISCO, HELLO

RUT ED FORMS

with Laird Cregar, June
Havoc, George Barbier

IN TECHNICOLOR
Look At These Added Units!
Added Joy!
BORRAH MINEVITCH'S HARMONICA BAND
UNUSUAL OCCUPATIONS
MOVIETONE NEWS

"THE SPIRIT OF ANNAPOLIS"
Thrills of our Navy thi training and battle'

"MOMENTS OF CHARM"
Phil Spitalny and his All-Girl Band!

SATURDAY — Big Double Thrill Bill! _

"TO DUCK OR NOT TO DUCK"
Hilarious Cartoon in Color!

IT'S HORRIFIC!
He's on the loose
with the
lust to
kill!
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With addition of a Precision Kluge Automatic
Printing Press we are now prepared to render
highest
quality printing at moderate cost. Visit The
Leader when you need printing of any
kind. Estimates on any order.
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Fl T COMES,

SING TIME!
SWINGTIME!
SPRINGTIME!

For Your Printing

November 18,

COMING NEXT THURSDAY AND FRIDAY
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Popeye Cartoon — "HAPPY BIRTHDAZE"
Chapter 11—"RING OF THE MOUNTIES"
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have been privileged to draw
from its endless supply.

'ne marriage of Miss Isobel
ne, South Jefferson street,
pfc. Benjamin Kimmel took
Friday, October 12, at Long
d, New York.
Kimmel is a daughter
Mrs. Vernon Stons and the
Mr. Stone. She attended
er High School, and for the
eleven years, has been as.
manager and bookkeeper
e Lily F. Murphy Store.
, Kimmel', whose home is
Plymouth, Ind., is stationed
mg Island, New York.
rs. Kinunel will continue to
k here for the present.

e Club Entertains
men's Council
groups of the Women's
ncil of the First Christian
:ch met Monday evening,
inber 15, in the recreation
I of the church for their
fellowis14p!
monthly
liar
ting and "pot-luck" dinner.
Schultz, public
Martha
music instructor, assisted
Glee Club members enter,1 the group with musical
voice selections.

hday Party

While playing "commando"
near his home in Los Angeles,
Raymond Stone, 7, became trapped in this 12-inch irrigation
pipe. While his mother (left)
stood by offering comfort, firemen worked to free him with
an acetylene torch. (AP Wirephoto).
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the birth of a son, Nov. 13,
on
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and
Paul Beck
at Riverside Hospital, Paducah.
a Beck.
Mrs. Wahlfeld is the former Betty Collier, daughter of Mr. and
nd Funeral
Mrs. C. S. Collier, Hopkinsville
t-of-town relatives attend- St. Mr. Wahlfeld is in the Army.
the funeral of W. T. Dor• • •
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here Tuesday were
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Martin and Joe Campbell, Ortez, Baldwin Ave., on the
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daughter, Nell Hurt, Indian- Nov. 12.
c. Ind.; Lee Richard Dorroh,
• • •
vette, Ind. and Lieut. Col.
Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Eugene
Mrs. G. U. Dorroh and Jackson, Princeton, Star Route
n, Glenn, Jr. and Sue 5, on the birth of a daughter,
Columbus, Ohio.
Barbara Nell, Nov. 11.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Johnnie
Boyd, Princeton, on the birth
of a daughter, Shelia Diana,
Williams, Dawson Springs, Nov. 9.
• • •
.aer treatment for injuries
red from a falling tree sevMr. and Mrs. William Clyde
days ago.
Fraley, Princeton, on the birth
• • •
of a son, William Floyd, Nov. 16.
• • •
. J. B. Darnell, Dawson
gs, has returned to the
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Fra1tal for treatment
lix, Fredonia, on the birth of a
• • •
son, Raymond Leon, Nov. 8.
• • •
rlin Trirnm, Eddyville, was
ht to Princeton Hospital
Mr. and Mrs. Leeman Williams
day afternoon for treat- Dawson Springs, Route 3, on the
for a fractured thigh and birth of a daughter, Nov. 15, at
received in an automobile Princeton Hispital.
• • •
nt near Eddyville that afn. He is much improved.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Nesmith,
Dawson Springs, on the birth of
a son, Nov. 16, at Princeton HosCard of Thanks
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About 14,000 men have been
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ess and death of our graduated from West Point since
Mother and Sister, Julia it was founded in 1802.
To Dr. Moore, Mr. Morgan
The Azores islands are of vol11 who sent floral offerings,
oh to extend our heartfelt canic origin.
',lay God bless each is
r.
S.A., Brothers and Sisters.
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Mrs. Guy Martin and daughter,
Mary Burt, Chicago, are visiting
her mother, Mrs. J. A. Steger.
Mr. Martin spent the weekend
here.
• • •
James Farmer, Louisville,spent
last week-end here with his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Euen
Farmer, Franklin St. He is employed at Bowman Field.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Wood,
Louisville, spent last week-end
with relatives here.
• • *
Mrs. Frederick Stallins has
recently reeturned from Cincinnati, Ohio, where she visited
her husband, who is stationed
in the Army in W. Virginia.
• • •
Mesdames Frank Adams,Litchfield, and Mrs. Roy Cocke, Ripley, Tenn., were here this week
on account of the death of Mr.
Eugene Young.
• • •
Mrs. J. D. Stephens left Monday for Chicago where she will
visit Mrs. J. L. Vinson and Miss
Hazeltyne Stephens. She will
also visit Mrs. Albert Henry and
Miss Mildred Stephens in Elwood, Ill. Mrs. Hershel Stephens
left with her and will remain
in Elwood until after Thanksgiving with her daughters, Mrs.
Henry and Miss Stephens.
• • •
Mrs. W. D. Goodloe, Calhoun,
spent Sunday and Monday here
with relatives.
• • •
Mrs. W. B. Randolph, who
has been quite ill at her home
on the Hopkinsvlile Road the
last week, left Tuesday for
Memphis, where she will undergo treatment. Her son, Lieut.
Ralph Randolph, Albuquerque,
N. M., who has been at her bedside, accompanied her. Lieut.
Randolph returned to Albuquerque yesterday.
Mrs. George D. Hill returned
last week from a two months'
visit in St. Louis with her daughter, Margaret, who accompanied
her home for a brief visit before going to New York where
she has been transferred as an
employe of the United States
Medical Depot.
• • •
Mrs. F. G. Adams, Leitchfield;
Mrs. Roy Cocke, Ripley, Tenn.;
Mrs. Will Anderson, Smith's
Grove, Mrs. Mollie Davidson,
Dyer, Tenn.; Miss Lucille Buttermore, Louisville, and Henry
Gordon, Jackson, Tenn., attended the funeral of Mr. Eugene
Young here Tuesday.

Morning Pick-Up
Here is a morning picker-upper used by Dolores Moran,
Warner Brothers. Every morning she drinks a glass of hot
water, with a teaspoonful of
honey and the juice of half a
lemon added. Honey is purifying to the blood stream.
This year 687,000,000 pounds of
peanuts will be made into peanut butter.
There were 296 West Point
graduates serving in the Confederate Army in the Civil War.

FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
LIFELINE TABERNACLE
Charles P. Brooks, Minister
(Holiness)
Bible School, 9:45.
D. G. Schofield, Pastor
9:45 a.m. Sunday School.
Morning worship, 11:00.
11 a.m. "Healing Service."
Evening worship, 7:00.
4 p.m. Lifeline Broadcast.
Midweek service, 7:00.
8 p.m. Evangelistic Service.
Choir rehearsal Thursday night
10 a.m. Prayer service daily.
7:30.
Monday, Wednesday, Friday,
broadcasts 3 o'clock p.m.
OGDEN MEMORIAL
8 p.m. Tuesday, Thursday and
METHODIST
Saturday evenings.
E. S. Denton, Pastor
9:45 a.m. Sunday School, HarLAMASCO, BETHANY,
ry Long, Supt.
11 ash. "Why We are Thank- BLUE SPRINGS
The Rev. J. T. Cunningham
ful."
All those who united with the will preach Saturday night 7
church during the pastorate of o'clock and Sunday afternoon
Rev. R. W. Raaf will be given 2:30 o'clock at Lamasco, Sunday
special recognition in this ser- morning 11 o'clock at Bethany
and Sunday night 7o'clock at
vice.
6:30 p.m., Youth Fellowship Lamasco.
service, Dorothy Griffith, leader.
7:30 p.m., Bible Lecture by CHURCH OF CHRIST
Rev. Mack Stokes of Atlanta, Chas. C. Lancaster, Minister
Sunday School 10:15 a.m.
Ga.
Sermon 11:00 a.m.
Preaching also Sunday night,
CENTRAL PRESBYTERIAN
7:30 p.m.
John
Fox
N.
Pastor,
THREE MISSING IN OIL FIRE—Three persons were missing
Prayer meeting every Wednesand 15 injured when fire and explosions destroyed the Warren S. S. Supt., Leonard Groom
p.m.
Thursday, Nov. 18, 2 p.m.— day 7:30
Refining and Chemical company plant in Cleveland's east side.
The Wood Circle meets in the
Cause of blaze was undetermined. (AP Wirephoto).
Masonic Meeting
home of Mrs. Frank T. Linton.
and Wilma Jean, Columbus,
Clinton Lodge No. 82 will hold
Mrs. Henry Sevison is to bring
Ohio, and Sue Ann, Lafayette.
a message concerning the Apos- a called meeting 7:30 Friday
evening, November 19 to confer
Burial was in White Sulphur tle John.
Friday, Nov. 19, 7:30 p.m.—The the second degree. Brothers take
Mrs. Lawrence Goodwin Cemetery.
the notice. Visiting brothers welEvitom Cluub meets in
Funeral services for Mrs. Lawcome.
church Annex.
rence Goodwin, 55, were held
Mrs. Julia A. Page
H. M. Price, Master.
Sunday, Nov. 21, 9.45 a.m.—
G. W. Towery, Secretary.
Wednesday afternoon, Nov. 17,
Funeral services were con- The Church School; 10:45 a.m.
at one o'clock, at Morgan's Fun- ducted Monday, Nov. 8, at Mor- —A Thanksgiving Service. MesMan Felt
eral Home, with the Rev. J. T. gan Funeral Home for Mrs. Julia sage: "A Realist's Thanksgiving." Princeton
Cunningham, officiating. Mrs. A. Page, 53, native of Trigg The Deacons will meet after this
Swollen Balloon;
Like
service.
Goodwin died at her home on
Full of Stomach Gas
12 noon—There is to be a dinSt. Tuesday county, who died November 5
South Jefferson
Recently, a Princeton man
afternoon. She is survived by at her home here on Depot street ner sponsored by the Youth Felafter several months' illness. The lowship Group to which the stated that he used to feel like
several children.
Burial was in the Gray Ceme- Rev. E. S. Denton, Methodist young folks have invited the a swollen balloon after every
pastor, was in charge.
Service Men who may be in meal. He would bloat full of gas
tery, near Hopson.
Survivors are son, Raymond; Princeton. This promises to be and spit up acidulous liquids for
granddaughter, Frances, Detroit; a blessing to this recently form- hours after eating. Was terribly
W. T. Dorroh
five sisters, Mrs. Sam Lilly, Mrs. ed group, and to the men who constipated. This man is one of
Funeral services for William Sadie Underhill, Golden Pond; may be the guests. This program the hundreds in this vicinity who
Ross, Colorado will take place in the Methodist now praise ERB-HELP. He states
Thomas Dorroh, 79, who died at Mrs. Lurline
Princeton Hospital, Sunday, Nov. Springs, Colo.; Mrs. Elsie Scott, church basement.
he was amazed at the results
14, were held Tuesday, Nov. 16, Lake City, Ark.; Miss Lena
3 p.m.—Pioneers meet; 7:30 when he took this medicine.
at White Sulphur Baptist Church, Page, Princeton; two brothers, p.m. — The Evening Worship. Now he eats what he wants
with the Rev. H. A. Egbert of- Harvey, Princeton; and Wiley, Meditation: "What Is Pure Relig- without gas or bloating, and
ficiating. The Masonic Lodge Golden Pond.
ion?"
bowels are regular for the first
Pallbearers were Walter Varwas in charge of funeral services.
Wednesday, Nov. 24-7:15 p. time in years. He feels like a
Mr. Dorroh was born in Liv- ble, Walter Hall, I. C. Glover, m., The prayer and study group new man.
ingston County, the son of Wil- Bill Tyrie, Luke Tyrie and Cole- meets; 8:15 p.m.—The Choir reERB-HELP contains 12 Great
Mary man Walker. Flower girls were hearses.
Washington and
liam
Herbs; they cleanse bowels, clear
Easley Dorroh. He was married Mesdames Jim Taylor, Georgia
Thursday, Nov. 25-10 a.m.— gas from stomach, act on slugto Ena May Dorroh, who pre- Ladd, Jim McCaslin, I. C. Glov- Union
Thanksgiving
Service. gish liver and kidneys. Miserable
ceded him in death in 1912. Mr. er, Misses Sarah Bannister, and Message: "Thanks Be To God," people soon- feel different all
Dorroh worked for the I. C. May Bannister.
John N. Fox.
over. So don't go on suffering!
Interment was in Cedar Hill
Railroad, before retiring several
The Church is the spiritual Get ERB-HELP. Dawson's Drug
Cemetery.
—adv.
years ago.
reservoir. Be thankful if you Store.
Survivors are three sons, Lieut
Almost 80 percent of the
Col. G. U. Dorroh, U. S. Army
Medical Corps, Columbus, Ohio; daily newspapers in the U. S.
Lee Richard, Lafayette, Ind.; and are evening papers.
Paul Dorroh, Princeton; a sister,
Farm expenditures on buildMrs. Annie Hurt, Indianapolis;
machinery dropped
five grandchildren, Charles and ings and
Jimmy, Princeton; Glenn, Jr. about 25 percent in 1942.

Skyrider Shoes
FOR THE ACTIVE

AfERICAN
80Y

Finger Nails
- will look

longer and
•c•red if nails are cut on
re rounded line with the
g beginning above the
of separation from the
rschaum, the famous pipe
al, is mined chiefly in Asia

THE NATION'S GIFT TO OUR ARMED FORCES.
See our assortment of Candy, Cookies and other

r.
•

Cheerful,
Courteous
Arnie*
ALWAYS!
traltht Signature Lown•
reliable—Mee Other Plans

$1.09
1.29
1.49
1.75
2.19
3.45

Place order
See these samples at our store ...
your service man
with us and your box will be sent to
or woman, direct from factory.

School Shoes that will take it. Spend his stamp
wisely for the shoe that will give long comfortable wear.

Thursday, November
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Farmers Asked To
Order Fertilizer
The War Food Administration
is urging farmers to put their
orders in for fertilizer for next
season, and to get their supplies
and store them as soon as possible. "Because of transportation,
labor, and storage facilities it is
necessary to keep mixed fertilizer moving if manufacturers
are to meet farmers' needs," food
administration officials said. It
is expected that 10 to 12 percent more fertilizer will
be
available to farmers the coming season than was used this
season, when farmers used a
record of 10,500,000 tons.
The Kentucky College of Agriculture and Home Economics
says that high prices of farm
crops and war needs of maximum production may be expected to stimulate the demand for
fertilizers. Farmers can help materially by ordering fertilizer
now and taking delivery as soon
as possible.
Everybody Reads The Leader

Your first introduction
should tell you
wily

is a
BEST SEELING LAXATIVE
all over the South
Caution, Use Only,s Directod
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shot a hl
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took over
orne
canned 5,
They sal(

Answered Kelly in
Ins g
Irish tongue: "No
sir! you hi
enough nerve for
both of
With The Second Army On and I'm crazy, so here we
go."
Maneuvers In Tennessee (11')—
Asked why he dug his slit
his
beneath
directly
trench
makeshift hammock at a Red
infantry division command post,
Cpl. Charles E. Argenzio of
Richmond, Va., yawned:
"The concussion of a bomb
would tip my hammock upside
down and I'd drop right into
my trench."

Bomb Might Work
As An Escalator

Quail And Rabbit
Season To Open
On November 24
Frankfort, Nov. 18—Nimrods
have silenced their guns on
doves and squirrels and are
now making check-ups on hunting equipment preparatory to
the opening of the quail and
rabbit season which begins in
Kentucky on November 24 and
extends through January 9.
S. A. Wakefield, Director of
the Division of Game and Fish,
pointed out today that the only
game that can be hunted at the
present time is ducks and geese.
All other game is now protected
by closed seasons until the rabbit
and quail season opens on the
24th of November.
According to reports received
from practically every section of
the state, quail are quite plentiful this year, due to the restocking program carried • out
last spring by the Division and
the sportsmen, and to the favorable nesting and rearing seasons
which the quail found during
the late spring, summer and
early fall months. Lack of manpower on the farms also left
many fields and fence rows grow
up in weeds which furnished additional food and cover for the
quail during the summer and
early fall months.
The cotton-tail rabbit is reported plentiful in many counties throughout the state.
Wakefield calls the hunter's
attention to the fact that the
Bob White Quail cannot be
bought or sold anywhere in
Kentucky and anyone caught
doing so is liable to arrest. The
bag limit is 12 a day or not
more than two days bag limit-24 in possession. Rabbits may be
bought or sold anywhere in Kentucky but no person may have
more than 16 rabbits in possession at any time. The daily bag
limit is 8 with possession of
16—two days bag limit.

Thursday, N
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Frankfort, Nov. 18—From July
first to November seventh 54
forest fires which burned 1,000
acres were extinguished by the
Kentucky Division of Forestry,
according to Director K. G. McConnell. Since January first 314
fires have been extinguished and
the total burned area has been
7,025 acres. This represents only
.41 percent of the 1,721,000 acres
protected by the Division of
Forestry. In 1942, from January,
first to October 31, 570 fires
burned 28,572 acres or 2.61 percent of the protected area.
helped
"Many factors have
make this excellent record," said
McConnell. "Although many of
our former fire fighters are now
in the armed services or working in defense industries those
we have left are well trained
and have a high morale. Also
we have more and better equipment. However, the most important factor has been the
splendid cooperation of the public. Forest dwellers and users
have tried hard to prevent fires."
McConnell pointed out that at
least a month of the fall fire
season remains, and urged extreme caution in the woods and
along roads to prevent conflagration which might seriously hinder the war effort. "At this time
of year, " he added, "most rains
only prevent fires for a day or
two; and it is quite possible for
forest fires to start within three
or four hours after a rain."

PRESIDENT AT TOMB OF UNKNOWN-SOLDIER—President Roosevelt (center) watches as
Adm. Wilson Brown (right) places the president's wreath at the tomb _of the Unknown Soldier
during the Armistice Day cere mony at Arlington cemetery. With president is Maj. Gen. Edwin
Watson. left are (left to right) Secretary of War Stim son, Secretary of Navy Knox,
Lt. Gen. J. T. McNarney, Lt. Gen. Thomas Holcomb and Vice Adm. R. S. Edwards,(AP Wirephoto).

Save All Grease In
Butchering On Farm
PRISONERS EXCHANGED AT BARCELONA—A group of Ger man prisoners (left) march past
British prisoners, mostly Australians and New Zealanders, during an exchange at Barcelona, Spain. Many had been in captivity for two years. Both groups are heading for the
ships which will take them to their homelands. (AP Wirepho to).

This Week In OPA
Further Restrictiins
On Driving May Come
Rubber Director Bradley
Dewey has warned that further
driving restrictions may be invoked unless there is strict conservation of tires. With 25 million tires needed for "essential
driving," only 17 million are
available. He urges more carsharing, rigid observance of the
limit,
speed
35-mile-an-hour
and recapping of tires, which
does not require a certificate.
• • •
B and C Gas Coupon
Gallonage Changed
Coupons in "B" and "C" gasoline rationing books issued after
December 1 will be good for five
gallons each. This does not mean
motorists will get more gasoline;
they will get fewer coupons.
Coupons issued before December
1 but used after that date will
be good only for the present
value, two gallons.
• • •
Don't Use Blue Stamps
From Book 4 Now
Some grocers are reported to
be taking BLUE stamps A, B,
and C in Book 4 for processed
foods. These stamps are not
valid now, but are designed for
use in late February. GREEN
stamps A, B, and C, in Book 4
are valid for processed foods
now as well as blue stamps X,
Y, and Z in Book 2.
• • •
Is Your Book 4
Standard Form?
Holders of Ration Book 4 are
advised to examine their books
to see if they are standard in
form. A standard Book 4 contains one double page each of
black, red, green, and blue
stamps. If your book varies from
this standard, take it to your
local rationing board and a correct, standard book will be issued to you.

Small Jars of Jam
Made Ration-Free
Through the holiday season
small-sized jars of jams, jellies,
and fruit spreads—those weighing five and a half ounces or
less—may be bought rationfree. Ration values will be reestablished on the February processed foods chart.
• • •
Farmers Warned
About Turkey Prices
Farmers in some sections are
reported to be entering into
agreements to sell no turkeys except at fixed prices, which are
four to five cents a pound above
OPA ceiling prices. Such agreements are in violation of Federal statutes. Investigators from
the Louisville district enforcement division are checking
wholesale and producer prices.
Price panels of local boards will
check retail prices.
• • •
What To Do When
You Are Overcharged
If you are charged higherthan-ceiling prices for merchandise, simply calling the merchant's attention to the overcharge is sufficient in many
cases. He will usually be glad tc
adjust the price. In cases where
adjustment is not made, the violation should be reported to the
Price Panel of your rationing
board. All boards now have

House
For
Sale
Modern Conveniences—

active Price Panels, made up of
volunteer, unpaid members, who
work for price control just as
other panels of the board work
for fairness in rationing. Complaints can be made to the price
clerk at the local board's offce.
If You Sell Butter
Collect the correct number of
points for the farm-produced
butter you sell. Mail or take
these points to your War Price
anci.oaationing Board at the
end of each month, together
with a simple form the board
will furnish you. Farm butter
now has the same ceiling price
as creamery butter.
• • •
Food Rations
For Servicemen
Beginning November 11, servicemen on leave are now entitled to get temporary food
rations without the application
forms furnished by the armed
services, by making application
in person to their local rationing boards. If the host applies
for the ration points, only the
army form will be accepted by
the board.
• • •
The 46-ounce size of grapefruit
juice now "costs" only four
points, since the government has

Liability and Property
Damage - Fire, Theft;
Collision, Etc.

house.

Glass Fabrics
Cleaned, Pre—sred

— -State College, Pa. (JP)—Tests
made at the Pennsylvania State
College show glass fabrics can
be used successfully to make
such household commodities as
brocaded tablecloths, window
drapes, bedspreads and lampshades.
The goods were tested for
cleaning, pressing, fading, filament count, breaking strength,
bursting strength, seam slippage,
and reaction to common acids
and alkalis.

IP

LOVE
AMES 71
1

MONUMENTS

No Limit On Nerve

With U. S. Army In Italy,(IP)—
Before you buy, see
Cpl. Harry J. Kelly, former
our Ine
Markers, Monuments sad
police chief of Girardville, Pa.,
Mausoleums.
and a member of a military police platoon, drove the frst
American jeep to land in the invasion of Italy.
Kelly was behind the wheel of
the vehicle in which rode a brigadier general. The general was Paducah Granite, Marb
Irish and particularly known for
And Stone Co.
his nerve and daring. As they
drove onto the beach under maPhone 799
chine gun and artillery fire, the
J. Y. O'Bannon,
Secretary
asked:
general
402-4 S. 3rd St.
Paducah,
"Are you afraid, Kelly?"
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Pepsi-Cola Company, Long Island City, N. Y.
Franchised Bottler: Pepsi-Cola Hopkinsville Bottling Co.,
HopkInsville, Ky.

You'd be surprised to see how much life insurance
you could own if you would save only 10 cents a day
for the premiums.
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111 W. Market St.

Phone 81

Office: 109 W. Main Street
Princeton, Ky.
Phones 520-J & 530-W

Agent
Phone 25
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turned back more than a million
cases for civilian use.
The price of peanut butter has
been reduced 6 1-2 to 7 cents a
pound, effective November 1.
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Latest, Loveliest Patterns
Ammon,.
75c

Here are the wallpapers that
guarantee charm and beauty
for your home. Here are pat.
terns created by the world's
greatest designers—laboratory
tested for quality and accuracy
—the finest creations of the finest manufacturers —perfecren.
sembles and companions" for
your home. See Stylus Wall.
papers by 1S.,0 here.

Reduced Rates!

Cummins ins. Agency

AND WEI

NEW YORK LIFE INS. CO.

Biacle ',topic in utterly-feminine
shoes that will add drama to your
costumes. Bewitching Mach of midnight
in shoes you'll adoral

$6.95
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In Sight of Court-

Meat anmials butchered on
the farm contain considerable fat
around the stomach, intestines,
heart and kidneys. The War Production Administration is asking
that all this fat be saved. Wash
and cool it and hang it up to
drain so it will not spoil. All
not absolutely needed for the
family should be rendered and
sold, or it may be sold to a
renderer.
When animals die of accident
or disease, farmers are urged
to call a salvage rendered, so
that all fat may be saved for
war purposes. A 200-pound pig
is nearly half fat and a fat steer
is almost a third fat.
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It is estimated that 20,000 acres
of Thorne wheat will be planted
in Logan county next year, or
10 times the amount seeded in
1943.
The dehydrator purchased by
the Hart county Farm Bureau
has been in constant use all fall,
one homemaker having 45 pounds
of dried apples and peaches.
From 400 hens, Chas. W. Probus of Grayson county has made
a profit of $2,500 the past year
on broilers, eggs and old hens
sold.
Forty-two bushels of balbo
rye have been sown in Grant
county for the production of balbo rye for seed.
Many hemp crops in Jackson
county are reported as being unusually good.
Approximately 2,500 late lambs
were sold in Montgomery county,
each weighing more than 90
pounds.
The sowing of cover crops in
Cumberland county was reduced
considerably, due to the scarcity
BOWS HEAD AT BEATEN CHILD'S BIER—Jack Shaffer (second from left), supported
of seed.
bows
officer,
his
head
police
before
the
body
Weir,
a
his
Lettie
of
4, at
stepdaughter
by a
Mrs. G. E. Penick of Fayette
in
inquest
Chicago.
coroner's
Shaffer testified he struck the child, ggaged her, ducked her
reports having canned
county
M a tub of water and shoved her in a closet where she was found dead. (AP Wirephoto).
1,200 quarts of food.
More than 2,000 bushels of
seed wheat, oats, barley and
rye have been listed for sale
Associated Press Features
In Glen Ellyn, Ill., the man• exchange owner decided to let in Barren county.
W. P. Durbin of Estill county,
Americans have not lost their power situation was given in- the operator off Sundays from
who makes from 500 to 800 galthe
to
9
said
"Okay,"
oper12.
lancing sense of humor as genious solution. An enterprising
ator, "I get my Sundays off or I lons of sorghum each year, is
-g as they can laugh at them- Victory Gardener set up two
She got her Sundays off. selling his supply for $1.50 per
i% es in personal predicaments scarecrows attired in print quit."
In Athens, Tenn., two days af- half gallon.
•ught about by "tight" situa- dresses.
In Hickman county, homemakover-age applicant manStill on the wacky side but ter an
ns in essentials of everyday
to get himself elected to ers report having canned 33,840
aged
a
Tulsa,
serious,
in
more
citizen
vine.
the police force he received his quarts of fruits and vegetables,
Here's a roundup of items Okla., explained that he had
first call. It was to arrest a many canning twice as much as
sling with predicaments oc- piled ties across a railroad track
horse that had gobbled up Vic- any other year.
.oned by shortages of man- because two overcrowded trains
Farmers in Robertson county
Gardens.
tory
or, food, transportation, and had already passed him up, and
In Hollywood, because of the having housed more baled hay
• er living necessities and ser- he was desperate to catch a
meat shortage, producers of than usual, the price for baling
ces, as reported by the Office train.
Westerns have decided to omit being from $3.50 to $4 per ton.
In Burbank, Calif, arrival of
War Information:
Approximately 2,000 acres of
all shots of stampeding cattle.
In Seattle, Wash., a hotel man- 500 new alarm clocks caused a
In Maryland, the Baltimore crop land in Fleming county
ement informs guests that public celebration with emerCounty superintendent of schools have been seeded to vetch or
ey must make their own beds. gency police called out to keep
went personally ringing door- crimson clover this fall.
sign explains: Maid's Year order.
Feed and labor costs in Bullitt
bells in search of teachers, so
Globe, Ariz., voted to awaken
t.
that the county's school bells county forced the sale of three
In San Francisco, the deck copper mine workers by sound- would be sure to ring on time dairy herds in one month.
ward of a South Pacific trans- ing the fire whistle at 6 a.m. this fall. In Florida, a woman acrt reported on the fate of the Only one protest was made—by cused of shoplifting defended
Common
'p's mascot, a pig. "Every the fire chief who claimed it herself: "I just got tired of wait- Orchard Mice
Orchard mouse injury is too
e we hit port," he said "so would disturb his firemen, sleep- ing," she said. "There weren't
wide-spread in Kentucky, says
ny people seemed to look at ing after swing-shift hours.
enough clerks in the store." And
In Charlotte, N. C., a hotel got in St. Lo•iis, the manpower the State College of Agriculture
as red ration points on the
f that we finally gave up a key mailed back from North shortage saved a barber from the and Home Economics. Injury is
d turned her over to the Africa. A former soldier-guest workhouse. Instead, he will too often unnoticed because it
explained he was conscience- spend five months trimming the is at or below the ground line.
tcher."
Search for underground tunnels
stricken on learning of room hair of city jail inmates.
and auxlme runways, and spread
shortages in the Southern city.
Amerenabled
has
True, humor
In Camden, N. J., 3,600 citizens icans to take bad situations in poison in fall or early spring.
were asked to visit a laundry their stride. But there is also a
that had gone into receivership, serious side to the picture.
Big Apples In McCracken
identify their wash, and take it
That apples were larger and
A wealthy woman in Grosse
home. Some 3,000 bundles were Pointe, suburb of Detroit, who grew more rapidly when each
dry, but 600 were still wet, and opened her home to several tree had been treated with nitthe laundry warned they might families of war workers, was rogen equal to eight pounds of
mildew.
arrested and fined for violating 20 percent nitrate material inThe village of Harris, in Sulli- the city zoning ordinance which stead of the customary applicavan County, Missouri, is going to forbids more than one family tion of four pounds per tree, was
get along with part-time Sunday per house, no matter what the discovered by Frederick Beyer
DO THIS FOR
telephone service after all. Citi- size of the house.
of McCracken county. Farm
zens protested loudly when the
In Trenton, N. J., at the height Agent Joe Hurt notes that apple
of the tomato harvesting season, growers who used ammonium
Gov. Charles Edison was forced nitrate in the demonstration proto proclaim an emergency in the gram of the Tennessee Valley
processing of food products in Authority reported excellent rehis state. In Maryland, shortage sults.
of help temporarily prevented
And Your Strength and
the admittance of patients to
Energy Is Below Par
mental hospitals for more than
of
disorder
kidby
caused
be
may
It
two weeks at a time, and some
OVEN A COLD stuffs up the nose,
ney function that permits poisonous
Causes mouth breathing, throat
waste to accumulate. For truly many sections of such hospitals had to
tickle and night coughing, use
people feel tired, weak and miserable
altogether.
this time-tested Vicks treatment
when the kidneys fail to remove excess be closed
acids and other waste matter from the
that goes to work instantly...
blood.
2 ways at once!
You may suffer nagging backache, "Cat-Faced" Peaches
At bedtime rub good old Vicks
rheumatic pains, headaches, dieeineas.
were
"Cat-faced" peaches
VapoRub on throat, chest and
getting up nights, leg pains, swelling.
Sometimes frequent and scanty urina- found in many Kentucky orchback Then watch Its PEAETRAT1MCtion with smarting and burning Is anSTIMKATINO action bring relief
with
other sign that something Is wrong
ards this season. So far no satistrona c.. tress.
the kidneys or bladder.
control measures have
There should be no doubt that prompt factory
It PENETRATES to upper breathtreatment is wiser than neglect. Use been devised. The State College
ing passages with soothing
better to rely on a
is
It
Pills.
Doan's
medicinal vapors. It STIMULATES
medicine that has won countrywide ap- of Agriculture and Home Ecochest and back surfaces like a
proval than on something less favorably nomics says that it is known that
Warming, comforting poultice ...
known. Doan'• have been tried and tested many years. Are at all drug stores. the bugs which cause "cat-facand keeps on working for hours,
Get Duane today.
ease
even while you sle•p-to
ing" are more common where
hing spasms, relieve musculegumes are grown and that a
ar soreness and
larger percentage of the fruit is
htness-and bring VICKS
Such grand comfort w VAPORY*
injured when there is a light
crop.

When Your
Back Hurts
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Style For '44

WAC Is Veteran
Of Two Wars

Service Insurance
Agency

Fort Oglethorpe, Ga. VP)—Lt.
Grace Auer of Detroit, stationed
at the Third WAC Training
Center, can compare this and the
last war from personal experiences as a member of British
and American forces.
INSURANCE OF ALL
She enlisted in the British
WAAC in- the last war, rising to
KINDS
the highest non-commissioned
rank of the organization. She
moved to America in 1922 and
W. C. Sparks
joined the American WAAC in
1942. From her training at the
Bristol, England, School of WoGlenn E. Farmer
men Polite, she was made the
first WAC provost marshal at
Sam Koltinsky
Fort Des Moines.
A brother is serving in the
British navy and her son is in
the U. S. Army Air Forces.
Everybody Reads The Leader
111/AIMIZ

KEEP YOUR MILK
KEEP YOUR MEAT
KEEP YOUR VEGETABLES

Buy Ice At
Plant Anytime

Here's ne of the best ways to
Pat Cameron of Los Angeles
models a newlyAlesigned twopiece playsuit for 1944 which
will be introduced at a spring
style show in Los Angeles. The
suit is a "little boy" style with
button front shorts, bare midriff, made of corded rayon in
white with bright flower print.
(AP Wirephoto).

Homemakers Attend
Meeting
Interest in the Benleo Homemakers' Club of Warren county
was shown recently when one
member, carrying a two-year old
child, walked two miles to attend a meeting; another rode
horseback for four miles; a third
canned tomatoes far into the
night so that she might be free
to attend.

BUILD OP
RED 51000
To Get More Strength for You
Who Lack Blood-lronl

You girls and women who suffer
from simple anemia or who lose so
much during monthly periods that
you feel tired, weak,"dragged out"due to low blood-ironStart at once — try Lydia E.
Pink ham's Compound TABLETS
(with added iron). Pinkham's Tablets is one of the greatest blood iron
tonics you can buy to help build up
red blood to give more strength and
JJJJJJJJJJJJildildil..11,

energy and to promote a more robust bloodstream-in such cases.
Taken as directed — Pinkham's
Tablets is one of the very best and
quickest home ways to get precious
iron into the blood. Just try
Pinkham's Tablets for at
least 30 days.Then see if you,
too, don't remarkably bone- •
fit. Follow label directions.
•
Well worth trying!
JJJJ

Everybody Reads The Leader

Relief At Last
For Your Cough
Creomulsion relieves promptly because it goes right to the seat of the
trouble to help loosen and expel
germ laden phlegm, and aid nature
to soothe and heal raw, tender, inflamed bronchial mucous membranes. Tell your druggist to sell you
a bottle of Creomulsion with the understanding you must like the way it
quickly allays the cough or you are
to have your money back.

CREOMULSION

for Coughs,Chest Colds, Bronchitis

Your dead stock is needed for grease to
make explosives.
We render grease to help defeat the Axis.
We remove promptly and free of charge.
Do your part by calling.

Kentucky Rendering Works
PRINCETON, KY.
Phone 423 or 240-R Collect
COLLECTORS OF WASTE GREASE

DOAN'S PILLS

And, of course, a cordial reception and
careful attention to your entertainment

Have a "Coke" = QueTal?
(WHAT'S UP?)

during your stay are yours, always, at
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PEACETIME, the more Long Dia:ance calls you make,the better we like it.
But today our ambition is to get all
essential calls through fast.
Yet the war has choked the wires with
messages so that often we have busy
circuits.
When that happens, it will help if you
will cancel your call altogether, if it isn't
really important.
If you can't do that, the operator will
say,"P40.•limit your call to 5 minutes."

your
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$6.95
1Qtre Sal? is the friendly What's eip? of the citizen of Panama.Equally
Around the
cordial is the Have a "Cols" of the American soldier.
world Coca-Cola stands for the paws that reirsebe4—bas become
the high-sign of friendly-minded folks.
COCA-COLA COMPANY SY
IOTTLED UNDIR AUTHORITY OF THE

HOPK1NSVILLE COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO
IAMS
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iv...;vitvrasesieW

"Coke" et Coca-Cola
'e.o.m.& for popular names
to acquire friendly •Ilbreviookue..Hear
r
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SOUTHER(' BELL TELEPHORE ADD TELEGRAPH COMPFIElg

Louisville's newest and most centrally located home-away-from-home, in Kentucky's
metropolis . . . Prices will conform to your
idea of moderate charges for service
rendered.
For Reservation
Write—
Wm. E. GRIFFITH,
Assistant Manager.

Thursday, November 18, 1943
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Guard Gotham's Millions
By Jerry Brondfield
Associated Press Features
New York—Ten minutes from
Times Square the sergeant takes
you down a narrow path. It's
black as pitch.
Suddenly a voice challenges,
"Halt! Who's there?"
The sergeant freezes in his
tracks and answers, "Sergeant
and a party."
"Advance, Sergeant and be
recognized . . ."
The sergeant is recognized, we
proceed again and find two
steel-helmeted guards, with loaded rifles, bayonets fixed. It's a
searchlight position of the Antiaircraft Artillery Command, surrounded by a barbed wire fence.
Inside the enclosure are two
zig-zag slit trenches, a small generating plant for power, a .50caliber machine gun revetment,
a control station, and the light.
Everyone is heavily armed.
There's a man at the control
station on the "hot-loop," a telephone hookup maintained 24
hours a day. This man reports
all aircraft in his vicinity, day
and night.
Always his eyes are on the
sky. It's a great life for an
astronomer, he tells you. But it's
hot in summer and the mosquitos
attack like Stukas. In winter it's
cold, lugging that rifle.
Only thing to break the monotony is an occasional order to
flick the light on an unidentified plane. One of the men jumps
to the control station revetment
near the light. He peers through
binoculars attached to the instrument and keeps the binocular
sights on the plane by moving

FINDS BABY—DECIDES TO ADOPT IT—Police Sgt. George
Hannah (right) was so captivated by a 16-day-old baby boy
he found abandoned in a clump of bushes at Fort Lauderdale,
Fla., that he and his wife, shown holding the child, decided
to adopt it. Police Chief H. S. Becker pins an honorary badge
on the foundling. (AP Wirephoto).

a delicate mechanism which synchronizes the movement of the
light to keep the plane in the
beam.
If the plane is enemy it will
be shot out of the sky in a matter of seconds. The GI's have to
recognize in less than one second
enemy as well as American
planes.
Frequently they get a tracking mission. A plane is sent up
to fly a certain course, trying
to keep out of the searchlight
beams. Several lights in the
metropolitan area criss-cross and
keep on the plane.
T/3 Luther Bach, of Portsmouth, 0., explains why the
plane never wins this little game,
"These lights have 800,000,000
candlepower and the beam

spreads as it travels upwards.
We can toss It around with a
flick of the finger." The light
weighs 2,400 pounds.
You find out that the men
who man the position work as
an isolated, self-maintained unit.
They rotate shifts and duties
around the clock. They sleep in
small quarters, and one of them
is a cook. They have showers,
and a small honor-system postexchange.
Does time hang heavy? The
sergeant, Stanley Markowicz, of
Chicago, shrugs and says sometimes the boys feel funny about
being by themselves in the middle of Manhattan. But there's
shuffleboard and horse shoes,
and plenty of pinochle. It could
be worse.
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been numerous instances where
hunters have bought unneeded
guns in order to obtain shells.
One South Dakota hunter advertised he wanted shot gun
shells—"any amount, state price."
Another want ad in the same
column of a Minneapolis newspaper read: "Hasn't anyone a
few shells they'll sell a disabled veteran?"
A case of 12-gauge shells was
Phone 25
advertised by another party. He
Princeton. Ky.
wanted $80 for them. In the
pre-war days the same shells
would have brought $22 to $25;
Everybody Reads 'no.
under ceiling prices $27.60.

the sun and enjoying a real vacation from borrthardments.
You can buy shells "if" you
want to pay the price. There's
a government ceiling on them—
it's $1.38 on a box of 20 12gauge shells—but hardware and
sporting goods stores throughout
the northwest just don't have
them.
"If" you hit the black market
or find hunters with a shell
surplus, then you'll pay plenty—
up to $5 a box which hunters
agree makes duck meat pretty
metropolitan
The
expensive.
newspapers are full of ads listing guns for sale but guns just
don't sell unless the vendor supplies some shells. There have

Leader

CAN EAT ANYTHING,
FEELS LOTS STRONGER
Retonga Promptly Relieved
Distress From Nervous Indigestion, Sluggish Elimination And Weak, Run
Down Feeling, States Well
Known Farmer And Tells
About His Case To Help
Others. Wife Also Praises
Retonga.

Happily praising Retonga for
the relief it gave them, thousands
of farmers and their wives have
come forward with unqualified
endorsements of this noted herbal stomachic and Vitamin B-1
medicine. For instance, Mr. Robert T. Hayes, well known farm
owner of Route 1, Greensburg,
Ky., gratefully declares:
"Nervous indigestion caused
,me a lot of distress and suffering, and although I went on a
several
strict diet and tried
medicines I continued to suffer

Willis

S.

.
0.11/110.41111111111111111
1111111110011111.11.
11111111
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Lotta Ducks And 'Ifs'
Associated Press Features
Minneapolis, Minn.—There are
a lot of "ifs" in hunting this
year.
In spite of them the prediction
is that in Minnesota alone hunters will put 25,000,000 pounds of
duck, pheasant and deer meat in
storage this season and ease the
strain on the family ration
points.
Of course, "if" the hunters had
the shells, they could get more
ducks—because ducks are plentiful. Hunters report they haven't
seen the like in years.
And "if' they had the gasoline,
they could get to the lakes and
sloughs a little oftener because
the ducks are there basking in

Nov..

from severe gas pains after
practically every meal. Then in
about an hour or two I
would
become very nervous and feel
weak. I had to resort to the
use of laxatives constanly.
At
night I would sleep a few hour:
and then wake up. I felt so tired
and worn oUt that I
wondered
what to try next.
"About two years ago my wife
used Retonga for nervous indj.
gestion and sluggish elimination
and she got such remarkable
relief that I tried it. Every bit
of distress was relieved, and now
food never tasted better. My
nerves are calm, I sleep like a
log, and the constipation is relieved too. I feel lots stronger
in every way. It would be hard
for me to praise Retonga too
much."
Accept no substitute. Retonga
may be obtained at Dawson's
Drug Store.
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They don't want your tears
"DON'T CRY. Dr)11./ ref "ern see
you cryl" Whispers the oil,
Worker.

PLANNING TRIP TO U. S.—Alfred de Marigny and wife
Nancy flashed these smiles following his acquittal at Nassau,
Bahams on a charge of murdering his father-in-law, Sir Harry
Oakes, when he announced he was planning to take a trip
with his wife to New York City. (AP Wirephoto)•

Camp Claiborne, La. (1P)—Sergeant Bill Kearns mailed a
Christmas card to Sergeant J. W.
Campbell last year and it was
delivered to Campbell in late
September of 1943 after traveling for nine months and crisscrossing this continent several
times.
The payoff is that Kearns
could have walked right up to
Campbell and handed him the
card. They live only 100 yards
apart, and have for more than
a year. Kearns thought Campbell was stationed elsewhere.
As a matter of fact, Kearns
is a member of the quartermaster detachment where Campbell
gets his quarters and rations.

Chewing Tobacco
Business Booms
Richmond, Va. (JP) — M. B.
Bowles, secretary of a tobacco
warehouse company, claims the
chewing tobacco business is on
the up grade.
"A lot of soldiers are learning
to chew," he said, "just as they
did in the last war, and thousands of defense plant workers
are chewing on the job because
they can't smoke."

! Cron

And as Ilse Peters of wounded cone sp
gangplank of the liolpisal ship, the
yosseg emits swallows, she., her eyes kr
ass Instant, and *oda.

Yule Card Finally
Delivered---Next Door

They don't want our tears ... these boys
of ours. Not though they face a tutors
that at first can seem harder than death.
They want our courage . . . they want
our resolution. Courage and resolution
to match and sustain their MUM
Courage to keep us going on with tido
great task—no matter what it may cost
these coming months in N.cel end sweet
Resolution to back the boys who ape taking these risks, wilds every breath that's ir
us and every dollar we con rake or saape
The bort realise, far more than we can,
bow fast war uses up machines, smmura
tion, equipment.
The guns and tanks that took Hill 600
In Tunisia had to be rebuilt or replaced
before they could thunder down upan
Messina and Naples.
The landing barges that brought OUT Mei
to the perilous beaches of Salerno must be
repaired and reoutfitted before they can
drive ashore in France or the Balkans.

Get Money From Os To
• Fill Your Coal Bin
... NOW!
Lay In a complete coal sup.
ply for next winter while
coal is available) Get the
cash from us to pay for M.
Consult your dealer. Let us
know how much you need.

We cannot win the war with the ball
our bonds bought last nounber. Those
bullets are already buried In Jap and
Nail graves. And another horde of is
don:wrote, C011041fed enemy Is corning 00.
Bullets and shells ... tanks and guns . •.
ships and planes. These are the things die
boys are asking us for ... the boys at tbs
front and the boys behind them who will
never again do things with two hands. or
walk with two feet, or see with two eyes.
They don't ask us to give what they have
given. They only ask us to skip the mg
money instead of
s .v. to invest
spending it ... to lend the mere moos,
i.tory.
price
They only ask us to buy War Lk...le

Maurice French, Manager
Phone 470 106;4 Market St.
PRINCETON, KY.

INTERSTATE
FINANCE CORP. Of KY.
,SWASSIMUSANS50011118010Skiki00110101P
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Notice is hereby given that in the future
City trucks will collect garbage only on the first
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Fredonia News

War Introduces
Bootblacks In China

Camp Van Dorn, Miss. (11')—
(By Gladys Ruth Moore)
Martinsburg, W. Va. WI—ArChungking (JP)—One of the
Rev. Ray Wigginton, of De- odd by-products of the war is Men of the 263rd engineer com- lington House, a merchant who
troit, Mich., is visiting friends the introduction of the bootblack bat battalion are learning to fought in World War I, runs his
to western China—where he was duck "bakers' bombs" as a part own private canteen at home.
and relatives here.
He offers food and lodging to
Mr. and Mrs. William Hunt so little known that many citi- of their training.
zens had their boots shined out
Army planes harass them at any service man—a plan he beomplete official returns
were Sunday dinner guests of
of sheer curiosity when he first
enlisted
their work by swooping down gan when his own son
Mrs. Hunt's parents, Mr. and arrived.
wed Nov. 13 that Republican
—and has set aside a room with
Turley.
over
with
M.
them
won
H.
Willis
pot
Mrs.
to
trying
eon S.
Bootblacks first appeared in and
bed, a writing
Moore, of the interior of China after the loosely-packed bags of flour and a double-deck
Palestine
Miss
niocrat J. Lyter Donaldson for
desk with plenty of paper, readgrandher
visiting
Marion, is
fall of Nanking in 1937 when powdered chalk. The engineers ng material and tobacco.
, !nor by a majority of 8,639
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Walter Hankow was filled with refu- learn to disperse properly, seek
Republican
the entire
House's only request is that
Green.
t elected except secretary of
gees. The boys were orphans cover and open fire on their his guests read the Bible which
Mr. E. T. Lobb is ill at his trained as bootblacks by relief aerial attackers. Victims of di- he carried during the first World
home of pneumonia.
harles K. O'Connell, now
organizations so that they would rect hits look somewhat ghostly War.
Miss Mary Ellen Boaz, Evans- have some means of earning a and officers point out that this
k of the Court of Appeals,
ville, was the week-end guest living. In uniforms given them "is quite appropriate."
the only Democrat to surof her parents, Mr. and Mrs. D. by the organizations, they were
Invasion Is
e. Ile was named secretary
0. Boaz.
the best-dressed refugees in Han- streets of the wartime capital,
state over Mrs. Mary Landis
the
was
Miss Dorothy Brasher
and their ranks now include girls Costly righting
kow.
, Republican, and the only
grandher
of
guest
week-end
and adults. At first the charge
to
returnabout
was
ticket,
either
Hankow
When
on
in
Your Boy Gives
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Hershel fall, the bootblacks went along in for a shine was five cents—now
100 per cent;
day, from a trip in the
Wring, of Francis.
the general exodus to Chung- it's $5 (or 35 cents at the official
How about your
:. where he said he was
Little Miss Patricia Wheeler, king and other western cities. rate of exchange) because of the
bond baying?
ting a job" when he thought
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Nor- Today, there are many on the rise of wartime prices.
had lost, O'Connell was greetill.
is
Wheeler,
mal
v friends as "Kentucky's
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Lowery
tiding Democrat."
THE PILGRIM fathers gave us our first
and Mr. Virgil Lowery, Princehibition party 'totals had
Lowery, of
Leamon
Mr.
ton,
secrein
the
tabulated
Thanksgiving—and founded the Amerien
Evansville, Mr. and Mrs. Mit, of state's office, but uncan
tradition of thrift and savings.
children,
Lowery and
chell
cial tallies showed that AnSuncarries on that tradition. We
were
Penney's
Donald,
and
Wayne
w Johnson, of Wilmore, got
We've an old-fashioned knack
day dinner guests of Mrs. F.
run our stores without frills, and the sav8 votes for governor and the
G. Lowery.
for being thrifty!
ainder of his ticket fared
ings we pass along to you!
THE NEIGHBORS COMPLAIN ED—When neighbors complained
Mrs. Charles Young, Evanssame.
the
ut
guest
Daniel Lewis' 18 dogs were a
trainer
dog
83-year-old
week-end
that
the
ville, was
he totals were announced by
public nuisance, a New York City magistrate ordered him to of her sister, Mrs. Veldin Yandell
etary of State G. G. Hatchfrom
the
dogs
move his animals. He is shown taking some of
and Mr. Yandell.
when Lyon county's returns
the vacant building, where he kept them, for removal by amMr. and Mrs. Roy Ashby
lly arrived to complete the bulance to a dog
shelter outside the city. (AP Wirephoto).
spent a few days last week in
ri He cautioned, however,
St. Louis.
t he was not terming the reMr. and Mrs. Martin Turley
official" until every figure
visited Mrs. Turley's parents,
en entered on his books,
Mr. and Mrs. Armour Holland
hocked and signed.
Processed Foods—Blue stamps ber must be written on face of Auburn a few days last week.
he tabulation as checked by X, Y and Z in Book 2 good of each coupon IMMEDIATELY
Rev. Ray Wigginton, Detroit,
eher's staff from the certiRugged and Handsome Worsted Fabrics!
was the Sunday evening guest of
20. Green stamps A, upon receipt of book.
No.
through
or port showed:
Mrs. H. E. Tosh and Mr. and
B and C in Book 4 good through
ovcrnor: Simeon S. Willis, R.
Raymond Moore.
SUITS BY TOWN-CLAD
Dec. 20.
Tires—Next inspection due: A- Mrs.
164; J. Lyter Donaldson, D,
• • •
The Ladies Aid of the Cumberd styling and taste1944;
Distinguishe
31,
March
by
525.
book vehicles
land Presbyterian Church met at
Meats, Cheese, Butter, Fats,
make them styleful
patterns
'eutenant governor: Kenneth
by
C's
1944;
29,
Feb.
Akridge
by
B's
R.
T.
Mrs.
of
the home
Canned Fish, Canned Milk—
uggle. R, 265,904; William H.
right their whole life through!
Brown stamps G, H, and J in Nov. 30; commercial vehicles Thursday night.
, D, 264,793.
Rich stripings and solid tones in
Miss Betty Jean Fralix was
Book 3 good now; Stamp K, Nov. every 6 months or every 5,000
cretary of state: Charles K.
single and double breasted modthe guest of her brother, Mr. and
Dec. 4. Stamp L miles, whichever is first.
all
expire
14;
nnell D, 263,116; Mary LanMrs. Raymond Fralix, of Mexico,
els.
good Nov. 21; M, Nov. 28; N,
• • •
Cave, R, 262,972.
a few days last week.
Dec. 5; P, Dec. 12; all expire
S.
Eldon
general:
ttorney
Degrees Warmer—Ounces Lighter!
Fuel Oil—Period 1 coupons for
Mrs. Pearl Blackburn and son,
Jan. 1.
mit, R, 262,880; A. E. Funk,
• • •
new season good through Jan. John, moved to the Ordway
Cunapac Lightweight Topcoats
62,577.
Sugar—Stamp 29 in Book 4 3, 1944, and have the following house recently vacated by Mr.
uditor: Irvin Ross, R, 263,971; good for 5 pounds through Jan. values: 1 unit, 10 gallons; 5 units, and Mrs. Veldin Yandell, Thurs22.50
est E. Shannon, D, 261,658.
50 gallons; 25 units, 250 gallons. day.
BLENDS make the difference! Lux15, 1944.
,:surer: Thomas W. Vinson,
• • •
All change-making coupons and
urious wool, alpaca and mohair all
0.231; Holman R. Wilson, D,
are now good.
Shoes—Stamp 18 in Book 1 reserve coupons
backed with sturdy cotton knit!
•
•
•
373.
Invasion Costs
and No. 1 "airplane" stamp in
purperintendent of public in- Book 3 good for 1 pair each
Stoves—Certificates to
,-tion: John Fred Williams, until further notice.
More Money—
chase most heating and cooking
Reversible For Double Protection!
3,719; George L. Evans, D,
• • •
stoves that burn coal, wood, oil
Payroll
Your
Up
FINGERTIP COATS
..11.
obtained
be
now
must
gas
Gasoline—Stamp A-8 good for or
,riculture commissioner: El- 3 gallons through Nov. 21. B and from local board.
$6.90
Savings today
Robertson, R, 262,508; Tom C stamps good for 2 gallons un261,170.
D,
Leader
ps,
Soft, burly fleece on one side, water
til used. State and license num- Everybody Reads The
erk of Appellate Court: E. E.
repellent Corduroy on reverse side!
hes, R, 261,395; Brooks L.
grove, D, 259,552.
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Indian Blankets $1 98
Full Size
$5.95
72x84-inch size

FAMOUS NATIO!

ALLY

70x80 Cotton $198
KNOWN
Blankets

PURREY BLANKETS

Head "Firsts" for 1944! Genuine fur
felt with snap brims, stitched crowns,
contrast bands!
9.86
CAPE LEATHER JACKETS

GABARDINE SLACKS
4.98
Tailored slacks of top quality sturdy gabardine! Handsome for dress
and sports wear!

Men's COAT SWEATERS
3.98
Sportclad two-tone worsteds or
cloth front styles with knitted back,
sleeves.
UNLINED DRESS GLOVES2.00

Fine Towncraft DeLaie

DRESS SHIRTS
1.65 and 1.98
Broadcloths and madras, proportionately fitted and Sanforized', Wove-in fast colors!
Ties In Rayons and Wools
Warm Cotton Union Sults
Men's Flannelette Pajamas
Rayon Dress Socks
'Fabric shrinkage will not exceed

OUR HOME 1
NVESTMENT.
ERWIN-WILLIAMS

cr5

!CHEST QUALITY

ARNISH
•W Mar-Not for
rs. furniture, woodOr. Quick -drying.
autiful, brilliant,
ar 0,,e, finish.

gallon

1%.

mcassaistastassaaill

DRESSES

$1.49
quart

4.98
Softly tailored frocks
ready to double as 'I P
suits! Fitted jackets
top slim, figure flattering skirts! Deftly
trimmed. Sizes 12 to
20.

PORCH&DECK
PAINT say
3.65

,o

98c
1 10
2 19
25e

Casuals in Rayon
Crepe!

SHERWIN-WILLIAMS

ACK!

War Veteran
Runs His Own USO

'Bombed' Engineers
Have Ghostly Look

Make your porch
"Welcome." A beauti•
rut, tough and lasting
finish. Six colors.

ERWIN•WILLIAMS

FLOOR

ENAMEL
clorful, high -gloss
mei made to walk
For wood,compoacement floors.

$1.25
quart

Phone 321

MITCHELL CLIFT
STATION
SERVICE
ER'S D-X

'iftin$7/1.WfL LIA MS
PAINTS

FINKEL'S FAIR STORE

BOYS' MILITARY SUITS
3.98
With gold-color braid, military buttons!
Gabardine twill. 2 to 8.

FESTIVE HATS
1.98
A gala collection of new hats, including the
sketched scalloped edge felt bonnet! To "perk-up"
all your winter outfitst

Friendship News

1
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(By Mrs. W. M. Cartwright)
Mr. and Mrs. R. V. Pickering
visited Mr. and Mrs. Amon
Orange at Scottsburg Saturday
and Sunday.
Hobart Traylor Ind family
have gone to Evansville to reside.
Mr. and Mrs. Burnett Hale, of
Evansville, and Douglas Williamson, of Colorado, and Misses
Zona Bell Claxton and Doris
Dean Dorr, of Piney Grove, were
callers at Lowell Hale's home
Saturday night.
Douglas Williamson, of Wheat
Ridge, Colo., has been visiting
friends here the past week.
11141.1141111111Pmeimassississessemeg'"'
Richard Pickering, J. L. White
and John M. Cook attended
court last week.
Arch White and Lowell Hale
to Princeton
delivered hogs
market Monday.
Misses Annie Catharine Morris
and Gwendola Ladd were guests
of Misses Joyce and Barbara
Traylor last Tuesday night.
REVIVED IN ALGIERS—Gen. Charles DeBillie Pat Hart visited rela- PARIS CEREMONY
of the French Committee of National Liberachairman
Gaulle,
tives in Princeton Friday night tion, revives the French symbol of victory in World War I by
and Saturday.
lighting the Flame of Liberty in Armistice Day ceremonies in
Cadet Maurice James Glass Algiers. Since German occupation of France, the light was exof Whichata, Texas, is here on tinguished in Paris. General Henri Giraud, commander in chief
a visit to relatives for a few of armed French Forces, is behind DeGaulle.(AP Wirephoto from
days. Mrs. Glass and son, Jun- signal corps radiophoto).
ior, who have been here for a
month, will accompany him
home.
Mrs. Leonard Kaizer, of Detroit, Mich., is here on a visit to
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Jack
Andrews.
Mrs. Annie Rodgers and son,
Hinkle, were shopping in Princeton Monday.
Ira Williams, employe of the
Holeman Sawmill Co., suffered
a broken leg last week while
moving logs. He was taken to
Princeton Hospital.
SS,
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CLASSIFIED ADS
FOR SALE: '37 Dodge; good
tires; good condition. R. B.
Williams, Cornick Oil Co. it

Mica Mines Vital
To War Industry
Associated Press Features
New Orleans — A dogcatcher
here has trained a couple of rat
terriers to referee duckfights.
Columbus Smith, the dogcatcher, has a duck ranch just outside town; and although it is
located on "a pretty piece of
ground" and the fresh air is
"soothing like" to Smith, the
ducks do not always see it that
way. The drakes do a lot of arguing over which of them is going to date which of the hens.
"In fact," Smith said, "they
used to kill each other. That's
why I had to train the dogs: to
bust up anything that looks like
a death clinch."
The terriers work with simple
effectiveness. They sprint into a
duckfight and throw a body
block on one, or both, of the
belligerents, bowling them apart
and shooing them to opposite
ends of the flock. Smith said
the drakes are getting pretty
stoic about it. "Sometimes," he
said, "they break it up when
they see the dog coming."
Smith has hundreds of ducks.
It's a job to collect all the eggs.
He used to have a German police
dog that did it, but the dog
tried to bite holes in an automobile tire while the automobile
was going about 50 miles an
hour.
"You should have seen that
dog picking up eggs and laying 'em in a long-handled basket," Smith said. "He never
broke a one. He'd bring all the
eggs up to the back door and
scratch to get let in."
Smith doesn't get his dogs
from the city dog pound. He
buys them as pups. He says it's
the only way to make them
love you, and that "if a dog
loves you, you can teach him
to do things you can't do yourself."

FOR SALE: Fryers; also nice
young mule colt. Mrs. Laban
3t
Kevil. Phone 38.
FOR SALE: New slightly damaged furniture; drop leaf table,
four poster bed, chairs and
various other articles. Phone
2t
22.
FOR SALE: 1936 Pick-up truck,
good condition. Also Model B
Ford '32 Pick-up. Used rebuilt
motors for sale. Claude P'Pool,
ltf
Phone 451-J.
FOR SALE: 1937 short wheel
International
2-ton
/
11
base,
Truck. A bargain. L. A. WalkItp
er. Phone 672.
WANTED; Four or five room
house or private apartment by
local family. Phone 50.
BABY CHICKS, 21 breeds, bloodtested, $5.95 and up. Prompt
shipments Mondays or Thursdays. White for prices. Hoosier,
716 West Jefferson. Louisville.
PERMANENT WAVE., 59c! Do
your own Permanent with
Charm-Kurl Kit. Complete
equipment, including 40 curlers and shampoo. Easy to do,
absolutely harmless. Praised
by thousands including Fay
McKenzie,. glamorous movie
star. Money refunded if not
satisfied. Dawson's Drug Store.
11-4-43

M. guests of Mr. and Mrs
Allan e.
the Hubbard here lust
week-end.

PUBLIC SALE
At my home one mile east of Lamasco, on good
surfaced road, I will offer for sale to the highest
bidder:
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Ivember 17
Beginning at 10 O'clock A. M.
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:1 Doublsel
Corn Planter, 1 Mower, 3 Milk Cows,
2 with Calves
1 Cultivator, 2 Disks, 1 Rastus Plow, 2 14-Tooth Harrows,
3 Breaking Plows, 1 A-Harrow, 2 Double
Shovels, 2 1-Horse Plows,
1 Hay Frame, 2 Cross Cut Saws, 1 Colter Plow, 5 shovel
Cultivators, 1 Cream Separator, 1 Cooking
Stove, 1 Folding Bed.
Several Pairs of Gear, Bridles, Collars and Lines.
Hoes, Pitchforks, Axes, Etc. 1 Lot of Hay.
Other articles too numerous to mention.
Terms: Made known day of sale.

Bill Granstaff, son of Mr. and
Mrs. W. L. Granstaff, has recently passed all regular examinations in the Army Air
Corps and is now an aviation
cadet. He is stationed at San
Antonio, Texas, and will report
to Kelly Field this week for advanced training.

W.J. GRIGG'S
OWNER
L. C. FOLEY, Auctioneer

Leads Forces On
Bougainville Island
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AND NO ONE WAS HURT—The Monon route train was backing
up, this trailer-truck was on the crossing and the resulting accident at Hammond, Ind.. made a complicated picture, but the
truck driver walked away unhurt. The train crew jumped to
safety as the caboose did a "dive tackle" blocking out a telephone
pole in the process. (AP Wirephoto).

Clothes Rationing
Chief British Worry

Golden School Days
London (IF) — Britain's ideal
school for the future has been
established at Ashford, Kent,
where 800 pupils attending North
Central school learn everything
from reading and writing to
farming and instruction about
motor engines. There are no examinations, no punishments and
no regulations.

London (JP)—Citizens' Advice
England
Bureaus throughout
have solved 7,500,000 personal
problems since they were organized when war broke out in
1939.
Topping the list were questions
rationing.
clothes
concernng
Since rationing came into force
the average Briton has worried Everybody Reads The Leader
more about his clothes than
about everything else put together.
Where formerly the most common problems concerned the
evacuation of children, the draft,
unemployment and money, they
now revolve about service conditions and pay, and methods of
contacting relatives abroad.

Baton Rouge, La. (R)—Chickens, unlike most people, like to
dine on the lowly muskrat.
her
A farm woman found
chickens were not getting enough
animal protein in their feed,
ground up 500 dried muskrat
and mixed it in with the rest
of her flock's rations

Do FALSE TEETH

Prepare your buildings for winter

Curtail spending.
Put your savings
into war bonds every
payday.

With America's Food Supply. Make Food fight for Freedom. "To Speed our Boys
Home." Produce, Conserve, Share, Play Square with Food. Don't waste a crumb
or a drop of it. America's Food is fight ing today on many fronts.
Butterscotch Flavored
Wonder
Old Fashion

GRAPEFRUIT JUICE

lb 21c
.b.14
can 29
10 15
2 29C
pkg.14

lg. 46 oz.

Sun-E-Tex

New
(bulk)

rackers Owl Saltine

lbs

Grape Nut

Kellogg's Pep

Large Shipment Just Arrived

Whole Wheat

WORK SHOES FOR EVERY JOB

Priced from $2.98 to $5.95
Heavy Work Socks, 20c a pair
Huberds Shoe Grease, large tube, 25c

PLAY FAIR,

Navy Beans
C
Wheat Meal
Flakes
H

FDR

No matter what your
job, we have a work
shoe that fits both
your feet and your
job, at a price you
want to pay.

'firotun's juntral jiptrte

Cakes
Cookies

Pkg.

Pancake Flour

. s13(
ze.nPiknga
01toj
21
Au

MACARONI or Spaghetti, long,
pkg. 5(

elbow or seashells

Lyndale Fresh Cucumber
24 oz. jar

Chips
Starch
Polish
Ammonia

Staley's Gloss
In cubes

L

kg.
sriezgeuplar

bottle

ecrniture/4
eu
VF
Arcade, full
strength

24(
15(
19

,
qt. 111
bottle 10*

SWANS DOWN FAMILY FLOUR enriched
the best for three generations

25 lb. bag $1.35

rtetpl
a
l
Ip
9c Mustara

easrheidp

ot Sauce MacGowan's bottle

ratr 10(

GENUINE RUBEROID ROOFING______ $1.10
35 pound weight per roll
$1.35
roll
per
weight
45 pound
55 pound weight per roll----------......$1
65 pound weight per roll
__$4.50
Green or blue blend, square
3 TAB HEX SHINGLES 167 lb.—
BRICK SIDING—
$3.75
Red or Buff, per roll
LEAKPROOF ASBESTOS LIQUID ROOF
COATING-30 gallon barrel—
_$12.00
Barrel included

PRINCETON SHOE CO.

WM.YOUNG

"Fine Shoes Fitted By X-Ray"

Fredonia, Ky.

CELERY

large bunch

HEAD LETTUCE

CABBAGE

solid heads

TURNIPS
Tender Purple Tops

California
TOMATOES
CRANBERRIES

lb. 28ft

Grimes Golden,AN,
APPLES
California
RED GRAPES
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lg. 48 size

14(

lb. J3

1
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ib.15(
lb.

Fresh Baltimore Oysters, Cranberries, Celery, Head Lettuce, Hothouse Tomaetc.
toes, Hot-house Cucumbers, Broccoli, Carrots, Beets, Sweet Potatoes, Parsnips,
More for your Money all the Time.
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Maj. Gen. Roy S. Geiger,
FUNERAL DIRECTORS AND FURNITURE DEAI.ERS
PlIoNrs '.4.,' OR 4i(above) of the Marines, a resiPRINCETON. kl
\ WI I NMI' SFR VI( I
dent of Pensacola, Fla., has suc,—
ceeded Lt. Gen. Alexander A.
Vandegrift in command of the
of these famous Scenes, mailed free on request
Allied invasion of Bougainville Beautiful Volume
gem=
sir
(AP
Wirephoto).
Issommis.
Canada has 107 daily news- island.
papers.

FASTEETH, an improved powder to be sprinkled on upper or
lower plates, holds false teeth
more firmly in place. Do not
slide, slip or rock. No gummy,
gooey, pasty taste or feeeling.
FASTEETH is alkaline (nonacid). Does not sour. Checks
"plate odor" (denture breath).
Get FASTEETH at any drug
—adv.
store.

.ublic Asked T.
oney, Food A
eeded Suppli:
or Institution

burst

on a

Jesus saith, Said I not
unto thee that, if thou
wouldst believe, thou
shouldst see the glory
of God?
And when he thus had
spoken ,he cried with a
Lazarus,
voice,
loud
come forth.
And he that was dead
came forth, bound hand
and foot with graveclothes.—John 11:40-44.

Chickens Eat Muskrat
Even If People Won't

FOR SALE or TRADE: Shot
gun with shells, pistols, new
wrist watch and clocks. 0. E.
Allen, 800 N. Jefferson. Tel.
2tp
165-W.
WANTED: Young lady to work
It
in office. Call 270-J.

Mrs. Joseph
Mr. and
Mooney, Lexington, were

Aviation Cadet

HE
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